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Interactive Learning Session Expectations

Your

To assure that we all get the most out of this interactive learning session, let’s 

share a few commonly held expectations…
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“Common” Terms

Continuous Improvement Journey

Assessing Progress

Sustaining Gains

Let’s ground ourselves in a few basic terms for enhanced understanding…
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What is a Maturity Model?

Before we delve into the different size, shape, and types of maturity models let’s 

first discuss what they are…

Maturity Models
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Why Use Maturity Models?

“Skillsets for Continuous Improvement in Place.  Basics of OPEX/Lean/Six Sigma 

increased year over year within the Organization as Daily Management tools of running 

the business.  Only 4% of companies make it sustainable within 5 years and only 2% of 

companies make sustainable past 10 years.  Companies that received recognition by 

Shingo Prize or Best Manufacturing have not sustained the organizational structure that 

earned them the awards. Only 1.6% have sustained the journey of continuous 

improvement after 10 years.”0

Why would you need to use a maturity model when our Lean/Continuous 

Improvement journey is progressing as planned?

78%

60%

48%

27%

4% 1.60%

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 . . . . Year 10

Sustained CI Journey (% of Companies; X years after)

0Lean Your Way 2017, Bodak, Norm June 2019 republish summary of Sustainment Reasons for Failure of Lean/Six Sigma & Continuous Improvement from 

1000 Fortune 500 Companies Leaders (12,000 total responses) in a 2012 Survey by John Bolis.
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Varieties of Maturity Models

❑ Project Management 

❑ Risk Management

❑ Quality Management

❑ Capability

❑ Strategic

❑ Innovation Capability

❑ Information Technology

❑ Information Security Management

❑ Cloud Transformation

❑ Change Management

❑ E-Learning

❑ Virtual Team

❑ Big Data

❑ Business Intelligence

❑ Knowledge Management 

❑ and many, many others…

Since the inception of the maturity model in 1986 for the software (IT) world, many 

other disciplines have developed maturity models for their area of expertise…
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Types of Maturity Models

Maturity Models fall into these three main categories:

➢ Graphic Models

➢ Linear Models

➢ Matrix Models

Let’s explore each together…

Focusing back on those related to our continuous improvement journey, maturity 

models come in various shapes and sizes, let’s explore a few models grouped by 

structural type…
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Graphic Models – Toyota Production System 

Toyota Production System “House”3

Let’s start with the simplest, concise and straightforward models that can be 

memorized and visualized by all in your organization.  This is probably the most 

recognizable to Lean/Continuous Improvement practitioners…

3 image from Babson College Blogs The Lewis Institute, “Lean for Social Innovation: More Food, Good Food, The Right Food. Online November 10, 2015.
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Graphic Models – Lean Transformation Model

A simple house can be transformed and further enhanced to describe flow and ask 

questions in the order of “proper” inquiry…

4 image from John Shook at the Lean Enterprise Institute (LEI) https://www.lean.org/Workshops/WorkshopDescription.cfm?WorkshopId=109

Lean Transformation “Framework”/Model4

1

2
3

4

5

https://www.lean.org/Workshops/WorkshopDescription.cfm?WorkshopId=109
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Graphic Models – Shingo Model

The Shingo Model and Guiding Principles5

Others departed from the House to come up with more holistic interactive models 

like the Shingo Institute (Home of the Shingo Prize) Shingo Model…

5 image from Shingo Institute via Utah State University, Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, downloads from https://shingo.org/model

https://shingo.org/model
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Graphic Models – Your Turn

Now that we have described some simple, highly recognizable Graphic Models, do 

you have any to share to add to our collection?
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Linear Models – Continuous Improvement MM

Let’s move on to models that could be memorized and visualized by all in your 

organization but have more details including an assessment for each level…

Continuous Improvement Maturity Model6

6Lindemulder, “Development of a Continuous Improvement Maturity Model Assessment Instrument. July 5 th, 2015, University of Twente, Netherlands based 

upon Theisens, “Climbing the Mountain mindset, skill set and tool set for lean six sigma green and black belts”, 2014, Amsterdam) 
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Linear Models – Capability MM

This model focuses on progressing up the five levels of maturity and provides 

specific process improvement approaches to graduate to the next level…

Capability Maturity Model7

7Sink, Ohler, Teich, “ Improving Low-Maturity Processes Takes Special Approach”, https://www.isixsigma.com/methodology/business-process-management-

bpm/improving-low-maturity-processes-takes-special-approach/

Maturity Level Process Status

Ad hoc The process is undocumented and/or in a state of dynamic change. It is driven in an 

ad hoc, uncontrolled and reactive manner by users or events.

Repeatable The process is repeatable, possibly with consistent results. However, there is inherent 

variation among people doing tasks in the process. A process owner may be defined, 

but process discipline is unlikely to be rigorous. Where it exists, it may help ensure that 

the process is maintained in times of stress.

Defined and 

Measured

The process is clearly defined, process discipline is given and key performance 

indicators are monitored. The process is documented and subject to some degree of 

improvement over time.

Managed Management uses process metrics and control methods to identify ways to continually 

adjust the process to customer requirements. Process capability is monitored.

Self-optimizing Processes at this level focus on continually improving process performance through 

both incremental and innovative changes and improvements

https://www.isixsigma.com/methodology/business-process-management-bpm/improving-low-maturity-processes-takes-special-approach/
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This model might be familiar to you since it is used by a local utility and presented 

at last year’s annual conference…

Linear Models – CE Way

Consumers Energy – CE Way8

8Consumers Energy presentation at 2018 MLC Annual Conference, “CE Way Problem Solving”, August 2018, pages 2-4.  
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Linear Models – Your Turn

Now that we have described some Linear Models, do you have any to share and 

add to our collection?
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Matrix Models – Continual Improvement MM 1 

Let’s move now to the most rigorous of maturity models that captures not only 

where you are but provides a clear path forward along with the ability to compare 

peer-to-peer progress…

Continual Improvement Maturity Model9

8Concentric Circle Consulting, Falkowitz, “A Continual Improvement Maturity Model”, July 21, 2015. https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/

https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/
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Continual Improvement Maturity Model 2 

Each of the six capabilities are measured on a 0 to 5 scale of maturity and can 

differ significantly from organization to organization.  The progress made in each 

area and the journey yet to go become visually apparent with clear next level 

definitions…

8Concentric Circle Consulting, Falkowitz, “A Continual Improvement Maturity Model”, July 21, 2015. https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/

Level Description

0 The group has no awareness of continual improvement or its benefits, as a 

distinct approach

1-2 Certain group members understand continual improvement, but they do 

not yet dominate the understanding of the group as a whole

3-4 The group as a whole is aware of continual improvement as an approach 

and is able to cite its benefits

5 Continual improvement has been fully integrated into the vision and 

mission of the group

Level Description

0 Continual improvement is not on the agenda of the group. No one talks about it or 

shows any interest in the concept

1-2 The group members have started to gain consciousness of and commitment to continual 

improvement, but view it as something they do in addition to their “normal” work, to be 

performed if time is available

3 Continual improvement is integrated into the mission of the group and its

members largely agree that a continual improvement is desirable and steps are taken to 

ensure sufficient time to perform improvement activities

4 Continual improvement has a high priority among the group members and the

actions undertaken by the group

5 The members of the group have fully integrated continual improvement and consider it 

as part of their normal work

Understanding

Intent

https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/
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Continual Improvement Maturity Model 3 

Here are the next two capabilities in the Continual Improvement Maturity Model…

8Concentric Circle Consulting, Falkowitz, “A Continual Improvement Maturity Model”, July 21, 2015. https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/

Level Description

0 The group has no method, approach or tools to realize continual improvement

1-2 The group experiments with various methods and tools to support continual 

improvement, often with methods in conflict or with redundant tools

3 The group has standardized on one or more methods and supporting tools and  

uses them regularly

4 The group can effectively apply its method and use its tools not only internally,

but also in relation to the work of other groups

5 The group has shown the ability to tune and adapt its methods and tools as

required by changing circumstances

Level Description

0 Improvements, to the extent that they occur at all, occur in a completely 

unpredictable, seemingly random way. In short, they are few and far between. 

There is no sense of urgency to make improvements

1-2 The group shows periods of a sustained cadence of improvement, but lapses 

into periods of inactivity from time to time

3 The group is able to apply its adopted methods and tools to deliver a steady flow 

of improvements

4 The group is not only consistent in its ability to deliver improvements, but it

demonstrates the ability to accelerate the rate at which it delivers improvements

5 Not only does the group accelerate the cadence of its improvements, it shows

itself capable of making breakthroughs in barriers to improvement. These 

barriers are the cost-effectiveness barriers beyond which it is undesirable to go, 

unless breakthrough innovations are made

Methods & Tools

Cadence &

Momentum

https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/
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Continual Improvement Maturity Model 4 

Here are the final two capabilities in the Continual Improvement Maturity Model…

8Concentric Circle Consulting, Falkowitz, “A Continual Improvement Maturity Model”, July 21, 2015. https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/

Level Description

0 The effort of the group is completely disproportionate to the few results it demonstrates. 

The effort of the group is largely devoted to planning, coordination and control activities, 

rather than implementing improvements. The group is frequently blocked in its activities

1 The effort of the group devoted to planning, coordination and control is still very high, 

but the number of blockages is reduced and some simple improvements start to be 

delivered

2 The group continues to lower the ratio of coordination activities to implementation 

activities, especially for quick win type improvements of limited scope and complexity

3 The group is able to identify and implement improvements over a range of complexity 

with few false starts and few activities that fail to deliver the expected improvements

4-5 The group is able to implement improvements of varying scope and complexity, with 

only a very small fraction of its effort being devoted to planning, coordination and 

control. This level is typically the result of having fully appropriated the adopted methods

Level Description

0 The value of the improvements is not taken into account at any phase of identifying, 

prioritizing, designing or implementing improvements

1 The value of improvements is taken into consideration on an ad hoc basis

2 The group has a method using an ordinal scale for estimating the value of the improvements it 

proposes (for example, High/Medium/Low) and uses that method to prioritize the proposals

3 The group uses numerical methods to assess value in economic terms, in addition to the 

capabilities of level 2

4 A feedback mechanism enables the group to assess and improve the accuracy and pertinence 

of its value assessments, in addition to the capabilities of level 3

5 The group demonstrates its ability to consistently predict the value of its improvements within 

a small range and with a high degree of probability

Performance

Value

https://www.3cs.ch/a_continual_improvement_maturity_model/
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Matrix Models – Public Sector 3-Level MM 1

Each of the 8 key areas are rated 1 to 3 based upon their best fit to the 

expectations for each stage (or level), “organizations do not progress in a linear 

way with discrete stages” but is best depicted by a multi-level approach…

11Fryer and Ogden, “Modelling Continuous Improvement Maturity in the Public Sector: Key Stages and Indicators”, Glasgow Caledon ian University, August 2014

Public Sector – New 3-Level CI Maturity Model11

Key Areas
Stage 1 - Going 

Through the Motions
 Stage 2 - Transforming   Stage 3 - Embedded    

No formal structure for improving the 

organization

Teams identify and Carry out CI 

initiatives

CI in no longer an 'add on to the day job', 

but is an integral part of the individual's 

or team's work

When there are problems, specialists 

come in to solve them rather than using 

existing staff

There are regular reviews of the CI 

system throughout the whole 

organization

CI is the dominant way of life

No systematic or disciplined approach to 

improvement

There is the use of a formal problem 

solving process

Improvement activity is focused at a local 

department level

CI activities can involve people from 

different departments/ sections/divisions

People are thinking about their internal 

and external customers/suppliers when 

they are working on improvement 

projects

Suggestions for projects come from 

within the department rather than be 

imposed from outside

Some specific CI projects with customers, 

suppliers, stc. Are taking place

Individual managers sporadically 

promote CI

The organization is making serious 

attempts to use CI

Managers'commitment to CI is evident 

throughout the whole organization

The strategic management leadership 

style reflects genuine commitment to CI

1. Integration of CI into the 

organization

2. Extent of CI projects

3. Management support
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Matrix Models – Public Sector 3-Level MM 2

Here are the remaining 5 areas for this model. It is simpler and perhaps easier to 

score between 3 levels instead of 5 or 6 levels…

11Fryer and Ogden, “Modelling Continuous Improvement Maturity in the Public Sector: Key Stages and Indicators”, Glasgow Caledon ian University, August 2014

Public Sector – New 3-Level CI Maturity Model11

Key Areas
Stage 1 - Going 

Through the Motions
 Stage 2 - Transforming   Stage 3 - Embedded    

Focus is on short term benefits
The organization can link CI initiatives to 

the strategic goals of the business

Everyone understands how their 

performance affects the strategic goals of 

the organization

Lack of strategic focus

Everyone understands what the 

organization's or depaertment's strategy, 

goals and objectives are

The achievements of projects are 

measured to see how they have affected 

the strategic goals of the organization

Performance management system is not 

linked in with the strategy

Individuals and teams monitor the 

results of their improvement activity

Training in CI tools is ad hoc
There is training in basic CI tools 

available on a routine basis

The organization as a whole generates 

the ability to learn through CI activities

Individuals and groups at all levels share 

their learning from all work experiences

Everyone is involved in sharing 

knowledge and creating the complete 

learning organization

6. Reward system No reward/recognition system
Local reward/recognition systems in 

place

An organizational-wide reward and 

recognition system is in place

7. Blame culture
Individuals are afraid of making 

suggestions

Managers support experiments by not 

punishing mistakes but by encouraging 

learning from them

When something goes wrong, the natural 

reaction of people at all levels is to look 

for reasons why reather than blame 

individuals

8. Communication
Predominantly downward 

communication

Efficient and effective vertical 

communication up and down the 

organization

Efficeient and effective communication 

flows vertically and horizontally

4. Strategic performance 

management

5. CI training and learning
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Matrix Models – Public Sector 3-Level MM 3

Here are the summary results when applied to health services, police, and fire 

organizations…

11Fryer and Ogden, “Modelling Continuous Improvement Maturity in the Public Sector: Key Stages and Indicators”, Glasgow Caledon ian University, August 2014

Public Sector – New 3-Level CI Maturity Model11

Key Areas Health Service (X) Police (Y) Fire (Z)
1. Integration of CI into the 

organization
3 2 1

2. Extent of CI projects 3 2 1

3. Management support 2 2 1

4. Strategic performance 

management
3 2 2

5. CI training and learning 2.5 2 1

6. Reward system 1 1 1

7. Blame culture 3 2 1

8. Communication 3 1.5 1
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Matrix Models – Public Sector 3-Level MM 4

Noted differences in CI culture at the various levels of the organization allow for 

focus on the areas needing the most attention to transform…

11Fryer and Ogden, “Modelling Continuous Improvement Maturity in the Public Sector: Key Stages and Indicators”, Glasgow Caledon ian University, August 2014

Public Sector – New 3-Level CI Maturity Model11
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Matrix Models – DTE Continuous Improvement MM 1

Another model some of you may be familiar with is the DTE Continuous 

Improvement Maturity Model (CIMM) with 4 main capabilities, 13 components, and 

45 total attributes… 

DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model10

10DTE presentation at 2015 MLC Annual Conference, “DTE Assessment” and Addendum, August 2015, addendum page 14,   
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DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model 2

Here are the four main capabilities…

DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model10

10DTE presentation at 2015 MLC Annual Conference, “DTE Assessment” and Addendum, August 2015, pages 24-27

PROCESS DESIGN: Design work to see problems as they 

occur; all work has to be viewed from a process perspective.
C1

PROBLEM SOLVING: Countermeasure problems 

rapidly at the point of activity; structured problem solving to 
resolve problems to prevent their recurrence.

C2

SHARING & LEARNING: Share new local knowledge 

across enterprise; willingly/systematically.
C3

COACHING & TEACHING: Leaders develop engaged 

employees through teaching, coaching and mentoring.
C4
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DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model 3

Each attribute has specific characteristics that make assessing the level clear…

DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model10

10DTE presentation at 2015 MLC Annual Conference, “DTE Assessment” and Addendum, August 2015, page 12

1 – Initial Application 2 – Solid Foundation 3 – Standardized 4 – Effective 5 – Benchmark Caliber

Some initial efforts, typically ad-hoc, 

informal, and on a trial or pilot basis

Integral to a significant portion of key 

work; not a standard practice

Strong competency; consistent 

application to all core work

Consistent, disciplined, skillful  

application to all work

CI excellence present throughout 

organization; continually improving

C2 2.12

Climate 2.58

2.1.1  Problem 

identification 

culture

Leaders and team members discourage 

others from identifying process 

problems.  Problems are minimized or 

hidden to avoid unwanted attention.  

Leaders and team members neither 

discourage others from identifying 

process problems nor respond 

positively when team members identify 

process problems.  

When problems arise, the focus is on 

finding a way around the problem to 

‘get the job done’ without trying to 

identify and eliminate the root causes.  

Leaders and team members respond 

positively when team members identify 

process problems.  

When problems arise, the response 

frequently includes efforts to identify 

and eliminate the root causes. 

Leaders and team members actively 

welcome process problems as 

opportunities to improve process 

design, whether identified by team 

leaders, team members, or people from 

outside the organization.   

When problems arise, the response 

usually includes efforts to identify and 

eliminate the root causes.

Efforts have resulted in  some 

improvement in most key process 

output metrics over time.

Leaders and team members actively 

encourage problem identification.  

Leaders coach team members to view 

problems as opportunities to improve 

process design.  

When problems arise, the response 

routinely and consistently includes 

efforts to identify and eliminate the 

root causes.

Efforts have resulted in significant 

improvement in most key process 

output metrics over time.

Leaders and team members meet Level 

4 criteria, and they positively recognize 

those who identify and solve problems.  

Some key process output metrics are 

best in class.

2.75

CI MATURITY RATING SCALE
0 – No Application Rating

Capability 2:  Solve problems to prevent their recurrence.

Component 1:  Organization’s infrastructure and climate to support problem solving

Level 0 (No Application):
Leaders and team members 

discourage others from identifying 

process problems.  Problems are 

minimized or hidden to avoid unwanted 

attention. 

Level 3 (Standardized):
Leaders and team members actively 

welcome process problems as 

opportunities to improve process 

design, whether identified by team 

leaders, team members, or people from 

outside the organization. 
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DTE Continuous Improvement Maturity Model 4

As presented in 2015, DTE has a rigorous assessment process to continually 

improve…

10DTE presentation at 2015 MLC Annual Conference, “DTE Assessment” and Addendum, August 2015, page 12
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Continuous Improvement Maturity Models CIMM 5

With a DTE like CIMM model your whole organization’s CI maturity can be depicted 

in one heat map…

Actual Pyramid Consulting International Client Baseline Results, Proprietary 
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Matrix Models – Your Turn

Now that we have described some Matrix Models, do you have any to share and 

add to our collection?
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Break Out Session

➢ Break into groups (flip charts and markers provided to each group)

➢ Your group will be assigned a different type of maturity model to consider

➢ Each team has 10 to 15 minutes to discuss the various models, add any 

personal insights, and assess from your experience what are the pros and 

cons along with the ideal applications for that model

➢ 1st – Assign a team spokesperson, scribe, and timekeeper

➢ 2nd – Assess the Benefits (Pros) and the Shortcomings (Cons) of your type 

of Maturity Model

➢ 3rd – As time permits, discuss the best applications for your model type

Let’s have some further interaction, review what we have learned, and learn some 

more from one another…
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Group Report Outs

Each group takes 5 minutes to report a summary of their discussions

➢ Your Group’s Maturity Model Type

➢ Benefits (Pros)

➢ Shortcomings (Cons)

➢ Best Applications

Let’s focus our attention to the flip charts as each group reports a summary of 

their discussion…
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CI Sustainability Results

Here is an example of both ongoing sustainability and continued progress well 

after the initial application of continuous improvement culture transformation…
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General Benefits General Disadvantages

After breaking down into structural types, let’s take a few minutes to share the 

collective benefits and disadvantages for maturity models…

General Benefits and Disadvantages
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Revisit Expectations and Q&A

Now let’s open it up for any questions after we briefly check if the session met with 

your expectations…

Revisit Your
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Pyramid Consulting International & Phil Berry

Pyramid Consulting International – www.pyramidint.com

➢ Pyramid Consulting International, headquartered in Michigan, was established in 

2007 to help organizations successfully develop and implement their strategies and 

capabilities. We assist a diverse client base in meeting the demands of today’s 

challenging markets. The unique proprietary approach that we adopt has resulted in 

rapid growth of the company and its client base.

➢ Our client base includes Fortune 500 companies in all sectors: private, public, and 

government. We have performed several Lean/CI cultural transformation 

engagements in the Midwest.

➢ Pyramid Consulting International was selected as a Michigan Small Business Top 50 

Company to Watch in May 2019!

Phil Berry

➢ Managing Director, CI Business Unit, based in Ann Arbor, MI

➢ If you have Questions, Contact at (248) 568-9137 or via email at 

phil.berry@pyramidint.com

http://www.pyramidint.com/
mailto:phil.berry@pyramidint.com

